Release of Pain and Healing of Sacred Geometries
with the Violet Flame of Transmutation and Saffron
Colored Light of Healing
Sanat Kumara, Channeled July 27, 2006

Commentary:
This is a great exercise for reuniting our soul with the soul of our planetary logos, Sanat
Kumara. In this reading, Sanat Kumara talks about the need for releasing the pain from
our beingness and repair of the damage inflicted upon our sacred geometries. To
reunite with him, we must first become whole again. To experience wholeness, we must
heal our pain. Only then can we return to the original divine plan intended for use and
experience the bliss of oneness. Sanat Kumara offers his permanent and ever present
love and help us reach oneness.

We offer this healing for the healing of Earth and all humankind. Today is 27th of June
2006.
Beloveds, I am Sanat Kumara.
Place your focus behind your third eye and see the pink light of Divine Love. I will be
taking you to Venus. We have important work to do. For a period of the next 14 days we
will be engaged in moving energies from Venus to Earth and re-calibrating you to
receive these energies and to anchor them on Earth.
At this present moment the hierarchies of light are sending an enormous quantity of light
to change the energy body of the Earth and to raise the consciousness of humankind.
Given the circumstances and the alignment or rather the misalignment of the planetary
bodies within your own solar system there are major disasters and traumatic
experiences that would have been lined up for the Earth especially from around the
beginning of September to the end of this year (2006).
With some intercession from the hierarchy of the masters and through dispensations
granted from the karmic boards and from the divine presence of certain great beings we
are able to interject new energies into the fabric of time and space. We aim to divert the
disastrous nature of the events and to replace them with energies of higher vibration
and greater light. To this end we will work in the coming months to attain the necessary
momentum to spring forth into an alternate reality which we will absorb and digest into
the fabric of the present time-space continuum. Our goal is for the changes to be
positive and in the direction of greater light, without the necessity of natural and manmade disasters, otherwise planned.
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The reason why you are feeling out of sorts and have been feeling this way for a while
is because of the crossing of the two currents of energies, one which would be the
normal mode of operation in the direction of difficulties through this present time-space
continuum; and the second is the time-space continuum which you are trying to bridge.
This is why, for the most part, your energy is not focused in one time-space continuum
but somewhat scattered and dispersed. You are holding two sets of realities within the
time-space continuum and pushing forth in order for the greater one to take precedence
over the other and gain power, thereby becoming the new reality that we will benefit
from.
Herewith we begin a new phase of communication. You will not feel depressed and out
of sorts anymore. In this time of separation, even though you have managed to hold still
and keep your focus on connecting with our energies and continuing through your
practices, you have had a dry period, feeling lonely and somewhat depressed. These
times of dryness and seclusion do help the physically incarnate soul to become more
determined and even more powerful in its desire and zest for greater light.
I do commend you for maintaining your position as best you could during this time. I will
remind you that no effort will ever be wasted in the pursuit of light and on the path of
enlightenment. I will also mention that such long periods of heartache will not be
necessary in the future. I will make my utmost effort to disallow such long periods of
separation.
As far as mundane level questions are concerned, I will address all your needs. Bear
with me if I allow your soulʼs needs to take precedence over your mindʼs and your
mundane lives needs, for when the soul is aligned with its own “Divine Truth” all else will
automatically be aligned. Therefore I will place my utmost effort in creating and
providing the alignment for the soul with the divine essence. For the soul is thirsty for
this communion and is in need of reconnecting with its true essence.
Envision yourself standing before the obelisk in the promenade in Venus and feel
the shift in the energies. Reacquaint yourself with these energies in this sacred spot
where you can experience the great consciousness held within the great obelisk. This
great obelisk is a sacred structure similar in shape to the Washington Monument. This
obelisk is made of polished granite with a golden vein running through it. It is 1/3 the
size of the Washington Monument. I will come to your presence.
If you feel tightness in your chest it is simply the pain of longing, coming to the surface.
Standing before the presence of Sanat Kumara in front of the cool granite stone which
covers the surface of the obelisk, feel the love pouring out of my heart and remember
that my love for you is never ending. No separation will ever diminish this love. No
separation will ever create forgetfulness for the soul is one and the same, and its return
journey to its oneness is always a unifying and exhilarating experience. It makes the
journey, however hard and arduous, worthwhile.
I pour out my eternal love from my heart to your heart as a reminder of our oneness. Do
not think of this time of separation as punishment, think of it as time for soul growth,
think of it as an opportunity for gaining greater clarity to appreciate this oneness and to
attain greater determination to maintain this oneness at all costs. Let us together move
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the energies to that space where with all of our hearts and all of our souls, in oneness
we stand; determined to remain one in spite of the time and space that may spread
between us.
On this auspicious occasion of our reunion I will take you into the heart of this obelisk.
There is an entranceway on the face of the obelisk which is pointed in the direction of
the administrative buildings and the university campus. The entrance leads to an
elevator which will take us to the top. When we reach to the top you will notice that the
four large triangular shaped pieces at the top of the obelisk. This pyramid shaped
structure points to the heavens above and is made of a crystalline structure which
resembles glass. They are not glass but made of smoky quartz. This quartz resembles
the feldspar granite which covers the body of the obelisk. From down below there
seems no distinction between the texture of the smoky quartz and the feldspar granite.
When you do build the same structure on Earth you will be building it to two-thirds of the
size and not the full size. You will be covering the entire surface with feldspar granite
and you will not be providing an entry way inside of the obelisk. This is because, at this
present moment, Earth has not earned the merit to house the exact size and shape of
the obelisk. Therefore the first structure will only be a replica which carries the external
energies. Its purpose is “Materializing Spirit”.
When the time comes in the future, we will build the same obelisk to the same exact
size. We will create the internal structure as well as the external façade, and we will
imbue it with all the energies that are necessary to ”Spiritize Matter” as well. That will be
the beginning of a new phase in Earthʼs history. It will happen when all the changes are
in place. It will happen at the point where the consciousness of humankind has shifted
to gain the ability to absorb and digest greater light and the body of the planet has fully
demonstrated its ability to maintain that light and to use it for the good of all.
Bring your attention now to the elevator moving to the top. When we reach this point we
will be able to see through the crystalline structure and look at the outside world. The
sky above, even though seen from within the crystalline structure holds great love and
offers great nurturance. The atmosphere inside is one of great joy and exhilaration.
I invite you to come to this space whenever you feel the need. Here you will receive
unfiltered vibration from the heavens above unaffected by the atmosphere of Earth,
unaffected by the pollution that the mind and the emotional body of humankind and the
planet herself can create; unaffected by the distraction that the same pollution can
cause. Here you are free from the pull and the pain of duality. Here you stand in
oneness without effort. Take a deep breath and bathe in these energies.
Visualize yourself standing before the presence of Sanat Kumara and feel the unfiltered
love pouring onto you.
Try to visualize yourself in this position for the next 24 hours at all times. This will help to
reacquaint your body and your soul with the energies that are your own true source and
to recalibrate you to the level needed to bring the energies from Venus back to Earth.
In the course of the next 24 hours try to repeat this exercise over and over as many
times as you can. If you can conduct this exercise alone then visualize that you are
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standing before the presence of Sanat Kumara inside of the top level of the grand
obelisk in Venus. If you are unable to be alone and separate yourself from the crowds
and then set out the intention that the energy exchange takes place on your behalf
throughout the course of the day and the night, wherever you may be.
When you do this exercise during your own meditation you can set intentions for your
personal desires as well as your global intentions.
I will now begin to invoke the presence of the 7th Ray, the Violet Flame of
Transmutation, through the intercession of Lord Saint Germain to be brought forth for
the clearing and cleansing of your energy bodies. Visualize a spiral of violet flame
forming at the base of your feet and spinning upward and outward through the top of
your head and from the top of your head to the point of the obelisk. As it spins faster
and faster around your body it transmutes all the dross and pain.
Next I will invite the Maroon Light of Compassion from the heart of Metatron to descend
upon you from the heavens above. See yourself spinning inside the spiral of MaroonColored Light descending upon you from above. It is received at the points where the
four faces of the obelisk meet. Beams of Maroon-Colored Light spin above your head
and enter as spirals into your body while the Violet Flame of Transmutation spirals from
the base of your feet spinning upward. The Maroon Ray of Compassion enters from the
top of your head spinning downward to the base of your feet.
Call upon your soul as well as all the aspects of your personality to receive the energies
of this double spiral of light – the transmutational power of the Violet Ray and the
compassionate power of the Ray of Divine Love.
Focus on repeating this exercise as many times as you are able to do in the course of
the next 24 hours. The more focus you place in spinning these energies the greater
your ability to raise your own vibration. This will allow you to rise above the events at the
mundane level. It will bring greater light to your soul and, through your soul into your
own body. This light will be dispersed into your body and into the environment around
you.
Take a deep breath and pause. Allow the soul to come into full contact with the body,
without losing its connection to the divine. The greater the connection with the divine,
the greater the ability of the soul to raise the vibration of the body. The more connected
the body becomes with the soul, the greater its ability to rise above the mundane. The
greater you can influence the mundane world and the environment around you, the
greater your ability to better serve the soul and its divine plan.
You therefore achieve the ability to influence the 5 Elements. You can then raise the
vibration of the 5 Elements through greater light by positioning yourself in the receptive
mode, to be fully imbued by the presence of the soul.
From the combined forces of light from the 7th Ray of Transmutation and the
Maroon Ray of Compassion, an energy in the color of saffron will begin to
emanate from within the core of your own being. This Saffron-Colored Light begins
to reflect a cloud of saffron-orange around you that will heal all dross and reconnect you
to your earthly roots within the core of Mother Earth. This saffron-colored light has the
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ability to heal the pain of many lifetimes; the lifetimes of pain and suffering which have
been caused by separation from your own true divine nature.
Focus on this Saffron-Colored Light and see to it that all your five body systems are fully
imbued with this light. Reinforce your five body system as the Saffron Light emanates
from the core of your own being outward into and through all layers of your own
beingness. Pause and take a breath.
Finally you are fully imbued with these energies and the emanations of the healing light
of the Saffron Ray will begin to vibrate in the environment around you. Pause and allow
the environment around you fill with this healing energy.
Hold your focus on encapsulating these energies throughout all your five body systems
and maintaining the healing charge. The electromagnetic field of this ray will heal and
restore the Sacred Geometries with which this body has been built. Even though your
naked eyes are incapable of seeing these sacred geometries your soul is fully
acquainted with their essence and their presence. Your soul is fully capable of restoring
these sacred geometries, within you and around you, back to their original plan, The
Divine Plan.
Practice this entire exercise daily as many times as possible. Know that my soul is
united with your soul. Remember that the ultimate exercise is to attain this union at all
times. Know that I am intent on awakening this truth in you within your present reality.
Help me make this an instantaneous reality on your behalf by maintaining your focus on
this at all times. If there are times when you feel pain in certain areas of your body and
your pain is immersed in various colors, know that are the imprints of impurities and
pollutions. Allow them to come to the surface and be released. When the impurities are
released your auric fields will return to the Saffron-Colored Light, until the next layer of
impurities comes to the surface. See yourself spinning inside of the Saffron-Colored
Light and see also the emanations of the Violet Flame and the Maroon Flame spinning
from below and above in your own energetic field of vibration. See the Saffron-Colored
Light fully imbued throughout all your five body systems.
Do not be concerned about the nature or the source of the impurities or even their
origin. Wherever they have formed and however the formation has transpired through
the ages, they must come to the surface to be released. The object of this exercise is
not to analyze the whys or the whereofs of the impurities but simply to allow the
impurities to come to the surface and be released.
Do this exercise for the next 22 days and allow the healing to be administered
permanently into your body and being.
If you experience pains then call upon my presence and the presence of Archangel
Michael for the release of these pains and for freedom from their toil.
If there is emotional dross and emotional nonsense that causes you distraction then
bring this emotional turmoil before the presence of Yahweh and ask for its release.
Yahweh is the ultimate annihilator of emotional pain and dross.
With great love and in the joy of this union once again I am one with you.
I am Sanat Kumara
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